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Here at Barrington Stoke, we strongly believe that every child
can become a reader – if we remove the obstacles that can get
in their way.
From our shapely font that promotes character recognition to
our tinted paper that is easier on the eye, everything about
our books is designed to break down the barriers that prevent
young people developing a love of reading – from dyslexia to
visual stress, language issues to simple reluctance.
Of course, you don’t need to be a reluctant or struggling
reader to enjoy our books. This year we have an incredible
range of stories from the best authors and illustrators
anywhere. We have stories to warm the heart, chill the spine
and tickle your funny bone. We’ve also got plenty of food for
thought.
We hope you enjoy the catalogue and here’s to more books
more children can read.
See below for a quick checklist of the features of our books
that help you match the right read to the right reader.

CHECK THE LEVEL

CHECK THE THEME
ISBN 978-1-78112-828-2

Reading Age (RA)

Interest Age (IA)

9 781781 128282
STARS PLANETS SPACE FACTS

www.barringtonstoke.co.uk

LITTLE GEMS
First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

MAY

The Unlucky Eleven
Phil Earle
With illustrations by Steve May
A fun football tale for little readers,
packed with laughs, friendship and a spot
of superstition …
Everything’s going wrong for the Saints this season,
and Stanley’s team-mates think they finally know
why. They have been cursed! But the team’s attempts
to break the curse take things from bad to worse.
Soon, they’re ready to give up football completely.
Step forward Stanley to take the most important
free-kick of his life …

Month: May | 978-1-78112-850-3 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+ | Colour
PB | 104pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code: B3N79
Rights: World | Author location: Yorkshire
Illustrator location: London
978-1-78112-684-4

Praise for Superdad’s Day Off:

“Great fun from beginning to end”
“A wonderful enjoyable romp”

ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS

INIS

“The superhero theme and humour make this a delight for children
to read” CAROUSEL

© David Owens

Phil Earle was born and raised in Hull. His first job was as a care worker in
a children’s home. Phil then chose the more sedate life of a bookseller and
now works in children’s publishing. He is the author of several award-winning
novels including Being Billy, which won the 2012 WeRead Book Award and
was shortlisted for the Branford Boase Award.
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JUN

LITTLE GEMS
First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

Special Delivery
Jonathan Meres
With illustrations by Hannah Coulson
An old lady’s failing memory leads to an unlikely
friendship in this touching Little Gem from bestselling
author Jonathan Meres.
All Frank wants is a new bike – but first he has to save up some
money! When he starts helping with his sister’s paper round, the
last thing Frank expects is to meet a very special person. With her
cowboy hat and boots, Mary’s not like anyone he’s ever met before.
But Frank’s new friend seems a bit muddled, and when she needs
help, he’s the only one there to lend a hand …
Month: Jun | 978-1-78112-869-5 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+
Colour | PB | 104pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code:
B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Edinburgh
Illustrator location: London
978-1-78112-756-8

REISSUED FOR MOON LANDING ANNIVERSARY

Grandpa Was an Astronaut
Jonathan Meres
With illustrations by Hannah Coulson
Sherman and his grandpa make an imaginary trip to the
moon in this charming Little Gem.
There’s only one thing Sherman loves more than having a grandpa
who was an astronaut, and that’s going to visit him. And when
Grandpa and Sherman make their own spaceship, there’s only one
place to go. The moon! It’s time for three … two … one … blast off!

“A poignant story of family and imagination” SCOTSMAN
Month: Jun | 978-1-78112-534-2 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+
Colour PB | 96pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code:
B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Edinburgh
Illustrator location: London

4 | Little Gems

“Grandpa was an Astronaut is full of fun; indeed it has a real
sense of joy” ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS

LITTLE GEMS
First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

JUL

Molly Rogers to the Rescue
Cornelia Funke
With illustrations by Kasia Matyjaszek
A swashbuckling adventure for little readers, bursting with
brilliant characters and lots of girl power!
Captain Firebeard is destroying Monkey Skull Island in his search
for buried treasure – digging up the earth, chopping down trees and
even eating the animals. When Molly and her mum discover what’s
happening, they set sail on the Red Swallow to save the island from
Firebeard’s clutches. But the greedy pirate will stop at nothing to get
his treasure. How will Molly outwit him this time?
Month: Jul | 978-1-78112-839-8 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+
Colour | PB | 96pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code:
B3N79 | Rights: World (Eng.) | Author location: Los Angeles
Illustrator location: Edinburgh
978-1-78112-692-9

REISSUED FOR SUMMER 2019

Splash Day!
Nick Sharratt
A fun and colourful rhyming tale from one of the UK’s
most beloved author–illustrators, Nick Sharratt.
Hip hip hooray! It’s Splash Day today and everyone is ready for a
water fight! They’ve got their trunks and wetsuits, wellies and rubber
rings. Even the teachers are going to join in. Let’s see what happens
when Mrs Thistle blows her whistle!

Month: Jun | 978-1-78112-827-5 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+
Colour | PB | 80pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code:
B3N79 | Rights: World | Author–illustrator location: Brighton
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AUG

LITTLE GEMS
First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

Nellie Choc-Ice and the
Plastic Island
Jeremy Strong
With illustrations by Jamie Smith
Nellie Choc-Ice and Jeremy Strong return to fight the
scourge of plastic pollution!

Month: Aug | 978-1-78112-877-0 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+
Colour | PB | 96pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code:
B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Wiltshire
Illustrator location: Surrey

Nellie Choc-Ice is on her way home to the North Pole at last!
But things don’t go so smoothly when Captain Beardy-Beard’s
trusty submarine grinds to a halt in an island of plastic – and they
aren’t the only ones who are trapped. It’s up to Nellie to untangle
everyone from the mess. But what are they going to do about all
this plastic in the ocean?

978-1-78112-766-7

978-1-78112-721-6

The Bakery of Happiness
Ian Beck
A charming, heartfelt tale from an award-winning
author–illustrator.

NOT FINAL COVER

Paul du Pain’s bakery is a very special place. Each day, Paul bakes the
bread while Marie serves customers in the shop. Everyone who walks
in the door walks back out feeling happier than before. But when
Marie goes away, Paul’s days become sad and grey. Without her, the
bakery’s magic is gone. Will Paul be able to win her back?

978-1-78112-245-7

6 | Little Gems

978-1-78112-521-2

Month: Aug | 978-1-78112-878-7 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+
Colour | PB | 96pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code:
B3N79 | Rights: World | Author–illustrator location: London

LITTLE GEMS
First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

SEP

Sophie Takes to
the Sky
Katherine Woodfine
With illustrations by
Briony May Smith

NOT FINAL COVER

Katherine Woodfine reimagines the
childhood of Sophie Blanchard, the world’s
first female hot-air balloonist, in this
inspiring story of courage and self-belief.

Month: Sep | 978-1-78112-871-8 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+ | Colour
PB | 104pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YF | CBMC code: B3N79
Rights: World | Author location: Lancaster
Illustrator location: Devon

Scaredy-Cat Sophie is afraid of everything! So when
a balloonist comes to the town fair, Sophie is left
behind while everyone else goes to watch him fly
in his marvellous balloon. She’s far too frightened
of the crowds, the commotion and even riding in a
horse-drawn carriage. But Sophie longs to watch the
hot-air balloon sail across the blue sky. If she could
just be brave enough to face her fears, who knows
where her journey might take her …

978-1-78112-768-1

Praise for Rose’s Dress of Dreams:

“[A] pink-clad paean to design and dressmaking as artistic
rebellion” GUARDIAN
“A beguiling, silky, beautiful tale”
“An evocative and inspiring story”

BOOKTRUST
CBI

Katherine Woodfine is the author of The Sinclair Mysteries and Taylor and
Rose Secret Agents series. She previously worked at BookTrust, ran the YA
Literature Convention and now hosts the children’s book radio show Down
the Rabbit Hole. She lives in Lancaster.
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JAN/FEB

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Ellie and the Cat
Malorie Blackman
A cautionary tale of brats, cats and a little bit of magic
from a much-loved and bestselling author.
Ellie’s bad behaviour is driving Grandma mad! It’s time to teach her
a lesson she’ll never forget … by swapping Ellie’s body with Jolly the
cat. There’s only one way for Ellie to break Grandma’s curse, and
time is running out. Can she change her ways and find some friends
to lend a hand? Or will Ellie be trapped as a cat for ever?

978-1-78112-459-8

978-1-78112-561-8

978-1-78112-823-7

Month: Jan | Illustrator: Matt Robertson | 978-1-78112-824-4
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Kent

The Ghost Tower
Gillian Cross
Curiosity saves the bat in this fun and quirky adventure
story from Gillian Cross, author of The Demon Headmaster.
The spooky Ghost Tower on the hill has loomed over the town for as
long as anyone can remember. Now boarded up and dangerous, it’s
due to be knocked down. But when Ryan and his friend Dot make a
sneaky last visit to the tower on Halloween, they discover that it’s
been hiding a fascinating secret. Can they find a way to save the
tower before it’s too late?

978-1-78112-566-3

8 | 8–12 Fiction

978-1-78112-813-8

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Sarah Horne | 978-1-78112-837-4
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 72pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Dorset

FEB

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Laura Norder
Guy Bass
Laura has a mutiny on her hands when she
tries to play by the rules in this non-stop
Wild West comedy from award-winning
author Guy Bass.
In the heart of the lawless Wild West, ten-year-old
Laura Norder is the self-appointed Sheriff of Butts
Canyon. No crime, commotion or nit-witted nonsense
gets past her – until the rule-breaking Duncan
Disorderly rides into town and starts causing havoc.
Can Laura unmask the no-good trouble-maker and
force him to follow her Golden Rules, or has she
finally met her match?

978-1-78112-772-8

978-1-78112-592-2

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Steve May | 978-1-78112-845-9 | £6.99
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 72pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: London

Praise for Aidan Abet Teacher’s Pet and Noah Scape Can’t Stop Repeating Himself:

“A fun-filled mystery with a great twist”

BOOKTRUST

“Like everything Bass writes it’s super readable … and very,
very funny” ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS
“A fun and also highly accessible read”

MINERVA READS

© Elizabeth Gibson

Guy Bass is an award-winning author whose children’s book series include
Stitch Head and Spynosaur. Before becoming a full-time writer, he previously
worked as a theatre producer, illustrator, temp, gerbil whisperer and has
acted his way out of several paper bags. In 2018 Guy won the Lancashire
Libraries Fantastic Book Award for Aidan Abet Teacher’s Pet. Guy lives in North
London.
8–12 Fiction | 9

MAR/APR

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Toad Attack!
Patrice Lawrence
Upper Dab is under attack from a mysterious invasion
of toads in this hilarious middle-grade adventure from
award-winning author Patrice Lawrence.
It’s another normal morning for Leo – until a toad lands on his
head. A flying toad. Before Leo knows it, the toads are everywhere,
munching through gardens and causing chaos around town. Upper
Dab’s angry residents are ready to take matters into their own hands
– but where did the toads come from? And what are they doing
here? Together with his best friend Rosa, Leo needs to come up with
some answers before the toads become toast!

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Becka Moor | 978-1-78112-844-2
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: London

Home Ground
Alan Gibbons
A timely and thought-provoking football story packed
with facts from reluctant-reader favourite Alan Gibbons.
Sam’s football team are struggling this season. They keep losing
matches and captain Jordan’s bad attitude isn’t helping anyone.
When Sam spots Hasan playing for the refugee team on the next
pitch, he can see that Hasan’s got talent and invites him along to
practice. Hasan and his friend Faisal are skilled players, exactly what
the team needs – but Jordan’s not ready to accept them so easily.
With the last game of the season fast approaching, can Sam help the
boys pull together in time?

978-1-78112-771-1

978-1-78112-691-2

978-1-78112-563-2

10 | 8–12 Fiction

978-1-78112-133-7

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Chris Chalik | 978-1-78112-856-5
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 72pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Liverpool

APR/JUN

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Into the Bin
Anne Fine
Every old object can find a new home in this cheerful tale
about reusing and recycling.
Mr Frost’s class are in trouble. They keep making a mess! And the
rubbish bin that tips over at a touch doesn’t help. But when they
decide to send the bin off to the charity shop with a few extra things
inside, the class soon discover that what one person doesn’t want
can be just what someone else is looking for …

978-1-78112-243-3

978-1-78112-204-4

978-1-78112-285-3

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Vicki Gausden | 978-1-78112-858-9
£6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp
B format | BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Durham

The Spectacular Revenge
of Suzi Sims
Vivian French
A comical and quirky revenge tale about school bullies
and sports day from award-winning author Vivian French.
Sports day is coming up and Suzi can’t wait to run in the 100 metres.
She’s in a great mood – until her class get saddled with mean old
Miss Grit as their supply teacher. Miss Grit has it in for Suzi from day
one and, worst of all, Suzi’s running rival, Barbie, is Miss Grit’s class
favourite! Will the terrible duo ruin Suzi’s chance to win the race?

978-1-78112-826-8

Month: Jun | Illustrator: Julia Patton | 978-1-78112-870-1
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Edinburgh
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JUN

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Owen and the
Soldier
Lisa Thompson
A touching story of loss and remembrance
from Lisa Thompson, the bestselling author
of The Goldfish Boy and The Light Jar.
A crumbling stone soldier sits on a bench in the
park. Only Owen understands how important he
is. At home, Owen and his mum are struggling and
there’s nobody he can talk to. Hidden away in the
park, Owen feels free to unburden himself. When the
war-weary soldier is listening, his worries slip away.
But nobody else cares about the soldier, and the town
council want to tear him down. Owen realises he’s
the only one who can save him … but can he find the
courage to speak up before it’s too late?

“A clever, thought-provoking story that draws
parallels between past and present conflicts,
and how we remember those lost so that we
can move on” EMMA CARROLL
Month: Jun | Illustrator: Mike Lowery | 978-1-78112-865-7 | £6.99
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format | BIC code:
YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World excl. N. America (Eng.)
Author location: Suffolk

Praise for Lisa Thompson:

“Thompson writes with great kindness, perception and an enviable
light touch” OBSERVER
Lisa Thompson is a children’s novelist and the author of the bestselling The
Goldfish Boy and The Light Jar. The Goldfish Boy was a Waterstones Children’s
Book of the Month and was nominated for the Carnegie Medal, the Branford
Boase Award and the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize. Lisa lives in Suffolk
with her family.
© Nick Ilott

12 | 8–12 Fiction

JUL/SEP

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Eagle Warrior
Gill Lewis
Gill Lewis takes to the picturesque Scottish Highlands
for a stunning new wildlife adventure.

NOT FINAL COVER

A golden eagle has settled in the forest near Bobbie’s farm, and
she is thrilled to be able to watch it soar across the sky. But the
eagle is not so popular with the local gamekeeper, who sees it as
a threat to his grouse stock. Bobbie is determined to protect the
eagle, but at home she faces another problem – her family want to
send her to boarding school in Edinburgh, away from the hills she
knows and loves. Will Bobbie be brave enough to fight for the bird
and home she loves?

978-1-78112-828-2

Month: Jul | 978-1-78112-874-9 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction
Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Somerset

Tin Boy
Steve Cole
The true cost of the tin that goes into our electronic
devices is revealed in this stark and gripping story from
the bestselling author of Young Bond.
Mining for tin in deep, dangerous trenches is the only life that Tono
has ever known. Worked to the brink of exhaustion each day, his
only escape is in the precious moments when he reads his dad’s old
comics. In a world of heroes and superpowers, he can forget the
terrifying mining pits. But an underwater avalanche, a glimpse of
something bright red in the sandy seabed, and a canny sidekick are
about to transform Tono’s life for ever …

978-1-78112-583-0

978-1-78112-733-9

Month: Sep | 978-1-78112-872-5 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction
Reading age 8 | B&W | 120pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Aylesbury
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SEP/OCT

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

A Most Peculiar Toy
Factory
Alex Bell
Bestselling author Alex Bell delivers mystery and
dark humour in this creepy adventure where toys
come to life – perfect for fans of Roald Dahl.
Shadows of teddy bears flit across windows. Dolls whisper
behind closed doors. Something has gone very wrong at
Hoggle’s Happy Toys. But five years after shutting its doors,
the toy factory is opening again, and Tess Pipps has found
herself a job there. As she and her siblings start their first
day of work, they are about to discover what dark secrets
are lurking inside the factory’s walls …
Month: Sep | Illustrator: Nan Lawson | 978-1-78112-875-6 | £6.99
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 120pp | B format | BIC code:
YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Hampshire

Seven Ghosts
Chris Priestley
The author of Tales of Terror stirs up old ghosts in
this spine-tingling horror.

© Martin Bond

Jake and the other finalists in a writing competition have
been invited to a stately house for a tour like no other. As
their guide leads them through grand rooms, hidden nooks
and magnificent grounds, they are about to hear the stories
of seven ghosts who haunt these walls. But strange shapes
and shadows follow Jake as he journeys through the house.
The tour guide’s behaviour becomes ever more suspicious.
With each tale that Jake hears, he begins to feel more
uneasy, and soon he will discover that something is very,
very wrong …
Month: Oct | 978-1-78112-894-7 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction
Reading age 8 | B&W | 112pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author–illustrator location: Cambridge
978-1-78112-833-6

978-1-78112-409-3

978-1-78112-688-2

14 | 8–12 Fiction

OCT

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Butterflies for
Grandpa Joe
Nicola Davies
A heart-warming tale of empathy, affection
and dealing with grief across generations
from a much-loved and award-winning
author.
Grandpa Joe is butterfly bonkers. There’s nothing he
loves more than heading off to snap photos of the
fluttering, colourful creatures. But since Ben’s granny
passed away, Grandpa Joe has changed. He doesn’t
want to go outside or talk or smile. So there’s only
one thing left to do – if Grandpa Joe won’t come
hunting for butterflies, Ben will bring the butterflies
to him. But when his parents decide that Grandpa
Joe would be safer living in a care home, Ben realises
time is running out to help. Will he be able to carry
out his grand plan before it’s too late?
Month: Oct | Illustrator: Mike Byrne | 978-1-78112-882-4 | £6.99
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 96pp | 145 x 185 mm
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Powys

Praise for The Dog that Saved Christmas:

“A beautiful story which is especially suitable for children finding
reading stamina” JULIA ECCLESHARE, LOVEREADING4KIDS
“A heart-warming festive story”

SCOTSMAN

“[Nicola Davies] writes with passion and knowledge”

978-1-78112-769-8

Nicola Davies is an award-winning author whose many books for children
include Ice Bear, Big Blue Whale and King of the Sky. She is a Zoology
graduate, an expert in whales and bats, and has worked for the BBC Natural
History Unit.
SUNDAY TIMES
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JUN/OCT

8–12 FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction
by the cream of UK writing talent

Virtual Kombat Series
Chris Bradford

Gamer
A sleek new edition of the first book in Bodyguard author
Chris Bradford’s action-packed dystopian trilogy.
Street kid Scott jumps at the chance to be a Virtual Kombat gamer.
If he can battle his way up the ranks, the ultimate prize will be his.
But then his friend Kate goes missing in the battle arena, and Scott’s
dream turns into a nightmare …

Praise for Virtual Kombat: Virus
Month: Jun | 978-1-78112-897-8 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction
Reading age 8+ | B&W | 104pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: West Sussex

“Chris Bradford is an expert at
keeping the tension high”
978-1-78112-707-0

ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS

“The depth of plotting and sense of
jeopardy are compelling” BOOKTRUST

Cyborg
Bodyguard author Chris Bradford returns with the heartpounding finale to his Virtual Kombat trilogy.

NOT FINAL COVER

Scott and his gang of techno-hackers barely escaped with their lives
when they planted the virus that destroyed Virtual Kombat. Now
that the game is gone, they think they’re finally safe. But VK creator
Vince Power’s deadly scheme is far from over. Without a virtual
world to host it, there’s only one place for the brutal fighting and
killing to go. VK will be played in the real world, and Scott’s tech
skills won’t help him now. This is no longer just a game …

Month: Oct | 978-1-78112-708-7 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction
Reading age 8+ | B&W |136pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: West Sussex

16 | 8–12 Fiction

FEB/MAR

NEW EDITIONS

Under the Skin
Catherine MacPhail
An inspiring story of a young asylum seeker’s struggle to build
a new life with his family in Britain, told with wit and heart by
beloved author Catherine MacPhail.

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Tom Percival | 978-1-78112-847-3
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 64pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Greenock

Omar’s family had to fight to survive in their own country. Now they have come
to the UK and at last they have a safe place to live. But then Omar meets Sam
and the fighting begins all over again. Sam’s always there – in Omar’s tower
block, in his class and in his face. He wants to push Omar around, but Omar’s
had enough and he’s ready to push back.

Go! Go! Chichico!
Geraldine McCaughrean
A brand-new 4u2read edition of this uplifting football tale from
Carnegie Medal-winning author Geraldine McCaughrean.
When Chichico gets a trial for Santos Brazil, it’s like a dream come true. But can
a barefoot boy from the slums really play for the best team in Brazil? Perhaps he
can ... with a little help from his friends!

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Tom Percival | 978-1-78112-863-3
£6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp
B format | BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79
Rights: World | Author location: Berkshire

The Stepsisters’ Story
Kaye Umansky
A hilarious retelling of Cinderella from the perspective of her
horrid stepsisters, brilliantly brought to life by comedy genius
Kaye Umansky.

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Mike Phillips | 978-1-78112-854-1
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 72pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: London

Move over Cinders – the Stepsisters are here! Lardine and Angula have their
sights set on handsome Prince Florian. There’s no way they’re going to let their
simpering stepsister Cinderella stand in their way. With their sulks and schemes,
the stepsisters are determined to make Cinderella’s life a misery – and she
certainly won’t be going to the ball …
New Editions | 17

FEB/MAR

CONKERS
Brilliant storytelling in text and illustration
for keen and reluctant readers alike

S.P.E.A.R.
Chris Bradford
Everyone has a power to harness at the S.P.E.A.R. training
academy in this thrilling action-packed adventure from
Bodyguard author Chris Bradford.
In a deadly terrorist attack, Troy is shot at point-blank range, but he
survives. He had no idea until now that he’s bulletproof. His special
talent brings him to the attention of a secret organisation known
as S.P.E.A.R. Together with other bulletcatchers, he is assigned to
protect the mayor of Terminus City and his daughter. But the mayor
has dangerous enemies, and with every new threat Troy’s courage,
strength and powers will be tested to their limit.

978-1-78112-551-9

Month: Feb | Illustrator: Neil Evans | 978-1-78112-849-7
£7.99 | Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 288pp | B format
BIC code: YF | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: West Sussex

Fairy Tales: The Villain’s
Version
Kaye Umansky
The villains are the stars of the show in these four
hilarious fractured fairy tales from the queen of funny.
The Queen’s had enough of silly, soppy Snow White being the fairest
in the land. Lardine and Angula are not at all impressed by their new
stepsister, Ella. A curse involving a spindle goes terribly wrong for
Grimbleshanks. Old Maggit just wants Hansel and Gretel to help her
win Wickedest Witch in the World. This is Snow White, Cinderella,
Sleeping Beauty, and Hansel and Gretel as you’ve never read them
before!

“Wickedly funny”
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ANDY STANTON
978-1-78112-791-9

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Various | 978-1-78112-853-4 | £7.99
Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 256pp | B format | BIC code: YF
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World (Eng.) | Author location: London

CONKERS
Brilliant storytelling in text and illustration
for keen and reluctant readers alike

APR/OCT

The Big-Top Mysteries
Series
Alexander McCall Smith
With illustrations by Sam Usher
Roll up! Roll up! Shortbreads’ Great, Amazing and
Wonderful Circus is in town! An exciting new series from
Alexander McCall Smith and illustrator Sam Usher.

The Case of the Vanishing
Granny
Month: Apr | Illustrator: Sam Usher | 978-1-78112-857-2
£6.99 | Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 128pp | B format
BIC code: YF | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: UK & Comm.
Author location: Edinburgh

Billy, Fern and Joe Shortbread are the stars of their family circus,
but they also have another talent … for solving mysteries. So when
a sad-looking boy from the circus crowd reveals that his granny has
disappeared, the siblings are determined to help. But this case won’t
be easy to crack – it’s as if Tom’s granny has vanished into thin air!
With the help of their astonishing circus skills, will Billy, Fern and Joe
be able to follow the clues and save the day?

The Great Clown
Conundrum

NOT FINAL COVER

A new season is about to begin at the Shortbread family’s circus!
Everyone is excited to get started – everyone except the chief
clown, Mr Birdcage. He just can’t seem to make people laugh any
more. When budding detectives Billy, Fern and Joe get on the case
to investigate why, they discover that his all-important clown props
have been stolen. Without them, a clown can’t possibly be funny, but
who would want to sabotage Mr Birdcage?

Praise for Hari and his Electric Feet:

“Funny, clear, with a kind message”
SUNDAY TIMES

“A delightful, exuberant story about
following your dreams” CAROUSEL

978-1-78112-755-1

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Sam Usher | 978-1-78112-880-0
£6.99 | Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 114pp | B format
BIC code: YF | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: UK & Comm.
Author location: Edinburgh
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MAY

CONKERS
Brilliant storytelling in text and illustration
for keen and reluctant readers alike

D-Day Dog
Tom Palmer
A touching celebration of the heroic
paratroopers of WWII and their parachuting
canine companions.
Jack can’t wait for the school trip to the D-Day
landing beaches. It’s his chance to learn more about
the war heroes he has always admired – brave men
like his dad, who is a reserve soldier. But when his
dad is called up to action and things at home spiral
out of control, everything Jack believes about war
is thrown into question. Finding comfort only in the
presence of his loyal dog, Finn, Jack is drawn to
the heart-wrenching true story of one particular
D-Day paratrooper. On 6th June 1944, Emile Corteil
parachuted into France with his dog, Glenn, and Jack
is determined to discover their fate …

Praise for Armistice Runner:

“Today and yesterday are seamlessly woven together ... will move
readers in lots of different ways” ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS
“Without doubt one of the finest war books I have read in a long
time” THE READING ZONE
“Powerfully poignant … not to be missed”

SCOTT EVANS, THE READER TEACHER

Tom Palmer is well known for his hugely successful football fiction for Puffin and
is one of Barrington Stoke’s top-selling authors, writing about both sport and
history with great appeal. He travels all over the UK visiting schools and working
with charities, and is well loved across the book trade. Tom lives in Halifax.
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978-1-78112-825-1

Month: May | Illustrator: Tom Clohosy Cole | 978-1-78112-868-8
£6.99 | Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 176pp | B format
BIC code: YF | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: Halifax

CONKERS
Brilliant storytelling in text and illustration
for keen and reluctant readers alike

JUN

Rugby Academy
Tom Palmer
Celebrate the buzz of the Rugby World Cup
with this action-packed, globe-trotting rugby
adventure.
Borderlands First XV have their sights set on
becoming the best school rugby team in the world.
But while the boys try to focus on their matches,
many of their parents are serving overseas in the
armed forces and everyone is worried as the conflict
grows worse. New pupil Woody is a footballer by
nature and must decide whether he’s prepared to
give rugby his all. Rory feels like he’s losing his focus,
distracted by thoughts of his parents in danger.
Meanwhile, Owen finds himself at the centre of
things when conflict breaks out within the team.
With so many hurdles to face along the way, can
they really make it to the end of the rigorous schools’
tournament?

Month: Jun | Illustrator: David Shephard | 978-1-78112-866-4 | £7.99
Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 288pp | B format | BIC code: YF
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Halifax

“Pacey but thought provoking … 5 stars”
RUGBY WORLD MAGAZINE ON COMBAT ZONE

“All the drama of the sport steams up from the
page” THE BOOKBAG ON DEADLOCKED
“Any rugby enthusiast is going to love this book”
THE BOOKBAG ON SURFACE TO AIR

978-1-78112-731-5

978-1-78112-730-8

978-1-78112-729-2
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MAY/NOV

CONKERS
Brilliant storytelling in text and illustration
for keen and reluctant readers alike

McTavish Series
Meg Rosoff

McTavish Takes the Biscuit
McTavish has his eyes on the pies as he returns with
the Peachey family for another hilarious middle-grade
adventure from the multi-award-winning Meg Rosoff.
When some unsatisfactory bread pushes him to try baking, Pa
Peachey becomes convinced that he’s found his calling and sets his
sights on winning the town bake-off. Unfortunately, his grand ideas
far surpass his skills and soon Pa’s ambitions are crumbling under the
weight of 3,784 pieces of gingerbread … McTavish smells disaster in
the making and while the family try to support Pa’s big dreams, their
wise dog must find a way to rescue them – again.
Month: May | Cover Artwork: Grace Easton | Illustrations: David
Shephard in the style of Grace Easton | 978-1-78112-864-0
£6.99 | Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 142pp | B format
BIC code: YF | CBMC code: D3N79
Rights: World excl. N. America | Author location: London

McTavish on the Move
The Peachey family’s loyal dog steps up to save the day
once more in the fourth instalment of this quirky, witty
middle-grade series.
Pa has just landed a new job, and it’s put an unusual spring in his
step. But a new job means a new house in a new part of town, and
now the Peacheys are getting ready to move. Amidst the chaos,
nobody seems to notice that Betty is struggling with this big change.
Nobody, that is, except McTavish. Will the canny family dog be able
to put a smile back on Betty’s face?

NOT FINAL COVER

Praise for McTavish:

“Wry, real and bighearted” BOOKSELLER

LOVEREADING4KIDS

“A witty, stylish, often hilarious
delight” LITERARY REVIEW

978-1-78112-761-2
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“McTavish is an irresistible
character” ANDREA REECE,

978-1-78112-683-7

Month: Nov | Illustrator: Grace Easton | 978-1-78112-873-2
£6.99 | Conkers Fiction 8+ | B&W | PB | 128pp | B format
BIC code: YF | CBMC code: D3N79
Rights: World excl. N. America | Author location: London

TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

JAN

Lark
Anthony McGowan
An uncompromising and heartbreaking end to the story
of Nicky and Kenny, beloved brothers of the Carnegieshortlisted Rook, beautifully told with McGowan’s gritty
realism.
Things are getting tense at home for Nicky and Kenny as they wait
for a visit from their estranged mum. To escape, they go for a walk
on the moors, dragging their little Jack Russell terrier with them.
But what should have been a laugh, a lark, turns deadly when the
weather changes and they are caught in a blizzard. Nothing will ever
be quite the same again …

“Funny, scatological, terrifying, heartwarming and
heartbreaking” SUNDAY TIMES, CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE WEEK
Month: Jan | 978-1-78112-843-5 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction
Reading age 9 | PB | 120pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: London

The Truth of Things
Anthony McGowan
The stories of Nicky and Kenny, the brothers of
McGowan’s Brock, Pike and Rook, stunningly packaged in a
new mainstream trade edition to reach a wider audience.
Life is pretty tough for Nicky and Kenny. Their mum is gone and their
dad has had his troubles. Money is tight and people can be cruel
about Kenny’s learning difficulties. But through it all, the brothers
stick together, sharing their love of the natural world and finding
humour in the most difficult of circumstances in this gritty and
deeply moving account of working-class teenage life.
Praise for Brock, Pike and Rook:

Month: Jan | 978-1-78112-846-6 | £9.99 | Teen Fiction
PB | 320pp | B format | BIC code: YF | CBMC code: E3N79
Rights: World | Author location: London

“Never have three sparsely written novellas packed such an
emotional punch. Not a word is wasted and, for me, they
are the absolute definition of the word ‘classic’” PHIL EARLE,
GUARDIAN

“McGowan writes in prose as spare and effective as that of
Barry Hines” ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS
8–12
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MAR

TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

One Shot
Tanya Landman
A powerful and deeply moving coming-ofage drama from Carnegie Medal-winning
author Tanya Landman, inspired by the life of
famous sharpshooter Annie Oakley.
Maggie’s happy childhood is shattered the day her
father dies. As her family descend into poverty, she
tries to provide for them the only way she knows
how – by taking to the woods with Pa’s old rifle. But a
girl with a gun is unladylike and her ma would sooner
starve than let Maggie shame them all. Cast out
of the family, Maggie will need all her strength and
courage to face what lies ahead ...

“A fantastic novella”

KAREN McCOMBIE

“Landman writes with pace, passion and
expertise” THE TIMES, CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE WEEK

Month: Mar | 978-1-78112-851-0 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction
Reading age 8 | PB | 120pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Devon
978-1-78112-681-3

Praise for Passing for White:

“Convincing and captivating”

CBI

“A thought-provoking odyssey”

GUARDIAN

Tanya Landman studied for a degree in English Literature at Liverpool
University before working in a bookshop, an arts centre and a zoo.
Tanya won the Carnegie Medal in 2015 with Buffalo Soldier and is
renowned for her thought-provoking novels set in nineteenth-century
America. Tanya lives in Devon.
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TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

MAR

Good Boy
Mal Peet
With illustrations by Emma
Shoard
A powerful and unsettling novella from
the multi-award-winning Mal Peet, with
stunning full-colour illustrations from Kate
Greenaway-longlisted Emma Shoard.
A sinister black dog stalks Sandie Callan in her sleep.
Its glinting eyes and low blood-curdling growl leave
her terrified. Only her precious pet mongrel Rabbie
can keep the monster at bay. But when Rabbie is no
longer there to protect her, Sandie’s worst nightmare
returns …

“There are many writers who can take you
inside a nightmare. It takes Mal Peet to show
you the way back out” FRANK COTTRELL BOYCE

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Emma Shoard | 978-1-78112-852-7 | £7.99
Super-readable YA | Reading age 8 | PB with flaps | 88pp | 200 x 146mm
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World
Illustrator location: London
978-1-78112-805-3

Praise for The Family Tree:

“Engrossing, haunting and beautifully written”

DAVID ALMOND

“Emotional truth and tenderness … Told in simple language and
illustrated with muted loveliness” SUNDAY TIMES
During his life, Mal Peet gathered many literary awards in the UK, the USA
and Europe – including the Branford Boase Award, the Carnegie Medal and
the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize. Mal was best known for his young adult
fiction, including Keeper, Tamar and Life: An Exploded Diagram. In 2017, his
novel Beck – completed after his death by his good friend Meg Rosoff – was
shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal. Mal died in 2015.
© Tim Cuff
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APR/MAY

TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

The Disconnect
Keren David
A thought-provoking story about the pervasive influence
of technology and social media.
Could you last six whole weeks without your phone? Six weeks
without sharing photos, without group messages, without being kept
in the social-media loop? An eccentric entrepreneur has challenged
Esther’s year group to do just that, and the winners will walk away
with £1,000. For Esther, whose dad and sister live thousands of miles
away in New York, the prize might be her only chance to afford
flights for a visit. But can she really stay disconnected long enough
to win?

978-1-78112-829-9

978-1-78112-680-6

Month: Apr | 978-1-78112-855-8 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction
Reading age 8 | PB | 128pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: London

The Pavee and the
Buffer Girl
Siobhan Dowd
With illustrations by Emma Shoard
A new edition of Siobhan Dowd’s moving story of lives
lived on the edge of society and love in its many forms,
with powerful black-and-white illustrations.
When Jim’s family halt at Dundray, the town is an unfriendly place.
He faces bullying, name-calling and a new school to navigate without
a word of reading. Then Jim meets Kit, who takes him under her wing
and shows him how to survive. But everyday prejudice and mindless
violence threaten to uproot all their lives.

Month: May | Illustrator: Emma Shoard | 978-1-78112-879-4
£7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8 | PB | 120pp | B format
BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World
Illustrator location: London
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“Smart, clear-eyed, unsentimental; tough
but full of truth” PATRICK NESS

TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

JUL

The Starlight
Watchmaker
Lauren James
Readers are transported to a whole new
galaxy in this wildly imaginative sci-fi
adventure from the author of The Loneliest
Girl in the Universe.

© Pete Bedwell

At an elite academy where the wealthiest students
from across the galaxy come to be educated, Hugo
works as a watchmaker in a dusty attic room. But he
is one of the lucky ones. Many androids like him are
jobless and homeless. A privileged student like Dorian
could never understand their struggle – or so Hugo
thinks when the pompous duke comes knocking at
his door with a broken time-travel watch. But when
Hugo and Dorian discover that powerful quantum
energy is being stolen from the watches, they fear
that someone is plotting a sinister scheme … Android
and student must reconcile their differences if they
are to track down the culprit before the whole
academy is placed in danger.
Month: Jul | 978-1-78112-895-4 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8
PB | 136pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR | CBMC code: E3N79
Rights: World | Author location: West Midlands

Praise for Lauren James:

“Lauren James is a genius at building tension”

SFX MAGAZINE

“James writes with the assurance and well-honed imagination of a
seasoned novelist” LANCASHIRE EVENING POST
Lauren James is the Young Adult author of The Loneliest Girl in the Universe,
The Quiet at the End of the World and The Next Together series. Her books
have sold over fifty thousand copies in the UK alone and been translated
into five languages worldwide. She was longlisted for the 2016 Branford
Boase Award and was named “one to watch” by Kirkus.
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JUL

TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

What Magic Is This?
Holly Bourne
YA star Holly Bourne makes her Barrington
Stoke debut in this contemporary comedy
about wishful thinking and the bond between
friends.
Sophia, Mia and Alexis are clinging on to a spark of
hope that maybe – just maybe – they’re special. But
could they really be witches with the power to cast
life-changing spells? When the three friends gather
to cheer up heartbroken Sophia, they’re ready to put
their theory to the test. But when long-held secrets
are revealed and hard truths start to hit home, their
night of bewitching quickly takes an unexpected turn.
Praise for Holly Bourne:

“Holly Bourne is something special –
she’s got it” PATRICK NESS
“Blazing a feminist trail for UK YA”
RED MAGAZINE ONLINE
© L Bourne

“Bourne vividly evokes the rollercoaster
sorrows and joys of teen friendship” GUARDIAN
Month: Jul | 978-1-78112-885-5 | £7.99 | Super-readable YA
Reading age 8 | PB | 152pp | 200 x 146mm | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Lewes

Holly Bourne worked as an editor, relationship advisor and general “agony
aunt” for a youth charity for six years before becoming a full-time author.
Her bestselling YA fiction includes It Only Happens in the Movies, which was
shortlisted for the YA Book Prize 2018, and the critically acclaimed Spinster
Club series, which helps to educate teenagers about feminism. Holly is an
advocate for reducing the stigma around mental-health problems and has a
keen interest in women’s rights. She lives in Lewes.
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TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

JUL/AUG

Because of You
Eve Ainsworth
Poppy feels like her life is falling apart in this
coming-of-age novella about blended families and
online bullying from bestselling author Eve Ainsworth.
Poppy’s life at home has turned into a nightmare. Her mum’s new
boyfriend is moving in, along with his daughter, Kayla – one of the
most popular girls in school. Dad is the one who’s always been there
for Poppy, but now he’s drifting further and further away. It seems
like things can’t get any worse until it all goes wrong at school as
well and Poppy finds herself being targeted by spiteful bullies. As
the vicious online comments keep coming, who can Poppy turn to
for help?

Month: Jul | 978-1-78112-867-1 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction
Reading age 8 | PB | 112pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World
Author location: West Sussex

Letting Go
Cat Clarke
A gripping and moving story of love, loss and finding
yourself from an award-winning YA author.
One year ago, when Agnes made a promise to her girlfriend, Ellie,
she never imagined that they wouldn’t still be together today. And
she definitely never imagined that Ellie’s new boyfriend, Steve, would
enter the picture. Still, a promise is a promise, and that’s how Agnes
winds up with the two of them, climbing a desolate mountain on a
miserable day. But the sky-high tension between the trio turns out
to be the least of their problems. As the sun sets and things take a
threatening turn, a life is in danger and Agnes is in for a tumultuous
emotional journey.

Month: Aug | 978-1-78112-838-1 | £7.99 | Super-readable YA
Reading age 8 | PB | 104pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World (excl. France)
Author location: Edinburgh
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SEP

TEEN FICTION
Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels
by the cream of UK writing talent

White Eagles
Elizabeth Wein
The Carnegie-shortlisted author of Code
Name Verity returns with another gripping
historical novel, taking readers on a daring
flight across war-torn Europe.
Summer 1939. With Europe on the brink of war,
nineteen-year-old Krystyna Tomiak has been called
up to join the White Eagles, Poland’s valiant air force.
When the Nazis reach the town where she is based,
Krystyna makes a daring escape, but she doesn’t
realise that a young Jewish boy has also stowed
away on her plane. Will Krystyna be able to navigate
the most challenging flight of her life and get them
both to safety?

978-1-78112-831-2

Month: Sep | 978-1-78112-896-1 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction
Reading age 8 | PB | 144pp | B format | BIC code: YF 5AR
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: UK & Comm., excl. CA (Eng.)
Author location: Perth, Scotland
Praise for Firebird:

“Spiced with absorbing historical detail and shot through with the
vitality of an unforgettable heroine” LOVEREADING4KIDS
“This novella packs a real punch”

BOOKTRUST

“Readers will be pulled into Wein’s expertly drawn story”

INIS
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© David Ho

Before becoming a writer, Elizabeth Wein studied at Yale University and
completed a PhD in Folklore at the University of Philadelphia. Her first book
was published in 1993 and she has since written several novels for young
adults, including the award-winning and Carnegie Medal-shortlisted Code
Name Verity. Much of Elizabeth’s writing is inspired by her love of flying and
she is a member of the International Organization of Women Pilots.

OCT

PICTURE BOOKS

It’s a No-Money Day
Kate Milner
A poignant and pertinent exploration of life
below the poverty line from Kate Milner, the
award-winning author–illustrator of My Name
is Not Refugee.

NOT FINAL COVER

Mum works really hard, but today there is no money
left and no food in the cupboards. Forced to visit the
local foodbank, Mum feels ashamed that they have to
rely on the kindness of others, but together they still
manage to brighten up even the darkest of days.

Month: Oct | 978-1-78112-881-7 | £6.99 | Picture Book 3+ | PB
32pp | 263 x 253mm | BIC code: YB | CBMC code: A3M79
Rights: World | Author location: Leighton Buzzard
Praise for My Name is Not Refugee:

“Helps show readers that children forced from their homes are not
just refugees but children just like them” LILY CAPRANI, UNICEF UK
“A much-needed, lovely book for small children” JACQUELINE WILSON
“Certain to prompt feelings of empathy in readers of all ages”
ANDREA REECE, LOVEREADING4KIDS

Kate Milner studied illustration at Central St Martin’s before completing the
MA in Children’s Book Illustration at Anglia Ruskin University. Kate won the
V&A Student Illustration Award in 2016 and the Klaus Flugge Prize in 2018 for
My Name is Not Refugee which was endorsed by Amnesty International. She
lives in Leighton Buzzard.

Winner of the Klaus Flugge Prize 2018

978-1-91137-006-2
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FOR UK AND EXPORT TRADE ENQUIRIES
(EXCLUDING AUSTRALIA, NEW
ZEALAND, CANADA, SINGAPORE,
MALAYSIA):
Bounce Sales and Marketing
320 City Road
London EC1V 2NZ
020 7138 3650
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
FOR AGENTS IN AUSTRALIA, NEW
ZEALAND, CANADA, SINGAPORE,
MALAYSIA:
Barrington Stoke
18 Walker Street
Edinburgh EH3 7LP
0131 225 4113
info@barringtonstoke.co.uk
www.barringtonstoke.co.uk/trade
TRADE ORDERS TO GRANTHAM
BOOK SERVICES:
Grantham Book Services
Trent Road
Grantham
Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
01476 541 080
orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

@BarringtonStoke

PRAISE FOR BARRINGTON STOKE

“I have always admired the team at
Barrington Stoke, their passion for stories
and for making stories accessible”
SIR MICHAEL MORPURGO

“Outstanding” THE TIMES
“Barrington Stoke publishes short books from
top‑notch authors ... (with) a type so clean
you could eat a currant bun off it” THE TIMES
“I want to shout from the rooftops to tell
everyone what an amazing job Barrington
Stoke is doing extending the joy of reading to
ALL young readers” BABBLEABOUT BLOG
“You have helped to turn a reluctant reader
into a voracious one” PARENT
“Well done, Barrington Stoke. Without your
books we would not have so many keen and
enthusiastic readers” LIBRARIAN
“Since being introduced to your range of
books he is reading with enjoyment for the
first time in his life” PARENT

@BarringtonStoke

www.barringtonstoke.co.uk

Cover artwork from Owen and the Soldier © Mike Lowery

FOR SCHOOL ORDERS, SPECIAL
SALES, RIGHTS & LICENSING, PRESS,
MARKETING AND GENERAL ENQUIRIES:
Barrington Stoke
18 Walker Street
Edinburgh EH3 7LP
0131 225 4113
schools@barringtonstoke.co.uk
specials@barringtonstoke.co.uk
rights@barringtonstoke.co.uk
press@barringtonstoke.co.uk

